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Related South African
Shops in Auckland
SA Shops can be found at:
1. SOUTH AFRICAN SHOPS
a) North Shore Shop – 6c Rosedale
Road, Rosedale. (Tel 09-478 8016)
b) West Auckland Shop – c/o Buscombe and Lincoln Roads, Henderson.
(Tel 09-837 0101)
c) Whangaparaoa Shop – 2B Arklow
Lane, Stanmore Bay. (Tel 09-428 0850)
Website: wwwsouthafricanshop.co.nz
d) Howick Shop – 170 Wellington
Street, Howick. (Tel 09-533 7085)
2. INSIDE AFRICA SHOPS
a) North Shore Shop – 7 Mercari Way,
Albany. (Tel 09-443 0548)
b) East Auckland Shop – Unit 7,
Bishop’s Gate Business Centre, c/o Te
Irirangi Drive and Bishop
Dunn Place, Botany
(Tel: 09-273 5242)
Website: wwwinsideafrica.co.nz

FROM THE EDITOR
Howzit everyone! Hoe gaan dit?
Are you very cold? So, what do you expect for the middle of winter? Turn up your central heaters and keep
each other warm by putting your hearts on fire! Just stay in your bubble. September is our spring month so
expect the weather to warm up soon.
I had an interesting conversation with a friend of mine recently who is a sales rep for his company. He tells
me that he travels long distances across the North Island from coast to coast and to both north and south
extremities of the island by car. He has many stops along the way so he has to use the roads. With Covid 19
still a threat, he has tried his best to have Zoom meetings wherever possible, but he also has to check on
stock levels and provide training for the staff, so he has to make his regular visits by car.
He told of one particular trip where he came across a McDonalds sign at the side of the road at about
10am in the morning. He wasn’t particularly hungry at that stage so he pushed on for another two
hundred or so kilometres, making frequent stops along the way to talk to customers. By 2pm that
afternoon he was ravenously hungry and he thought of the McDonalds sign that he had seen earlier. He
searched in vain for another Big Mac sign, but he was out of luck, so he found another burger joint where
he bought his lunch. So McDonalds didn’t get his purchase.
What is the moral of the story? If you have a good product or service, don’t advertise it ONCE ONLY! If my
friend had seen another McDonalds sign on the road when he felt hungry, he would naturally have pulled
over and bought a Big Mac for his lunch. But why a Big Mac? Because it was displayed quite clearly on
the sign that he first saw! So the other lesson here is that your advertising must be CONSISTENT. Create a
strong message for your product or service, use identifiable imagery for your logo and keep on repeating
the same ad!
Consumer behaviour theory teaches us that strong images that we see and respond to are automatically
stored in the brain. When we see them again, they will trigger emotions that are either pleasurable
or painful, so we will respond either positively or negatively to the images that we see and take the
appropriate action. So when we advertise, not only should we sell the “sizzle” and not the steak, we
should also keep on reminding our potential market of our product or service. McDonalds have proved
over and over again that the level of their sales is MAINLY determined by the level of their adspend!
So please call us if you want your product and/or service to reach thousands of South Africans living here
in Auckland. We still believe in hard copy advertising despite the proliferation of alternative internet
options that would include your website, Face Book and other social media options. We all love to hold
a hard copy magazine that we can later leave on our coffee tables at home or on our service counters
at work.
Join us as we help ex-South African businesspeople to connect with ex-South African consumers. We are
one big happy family after all.
God bless you all.
Your editor,
Ted Woudberg.

3. OTHER NORTH SHORE SHOPS
a) Pinehill Butchery – 654 East Coast
Road, Pinehill (Tel: 09-476 0060)
Email: pinehill654@xtra.co.nz
b) Biltong Plus – 273 Rodney Street,
Wellsford (Tel: 09-423 7964) Email:
biltongp@gmail.com
c) Durban Delites – 9/52 Oteha Valley
Road, Albany (Tel: 09-218 7842)
4. SOUTH AUCKLAND SHOP
Mama Africa – Shop 8A, Zone
Shopping Centre, Pukekohe.
(Tel: 09-239 0621)
Email: info@mamaafrica.co.nz
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KIWI ENVIRONMENT

ARE WE LOSING THE WAR AGAINST 5G?
During WW2 Winston Churchill gave an awe-inspiring speech in the
darkest days of this global conflict that was fast leaning hard against
the survival of Britain and their allied forces. Hitler was marching
across Europe and North Africa and it seemed that there was nothing
to stop him from claiming world domination, which was his ultimate
goal. Hitler said that Britain was a chicken and that he would just
simply wring its neck! Churchill responded with the greatest speech
of all time. He said:
“If we are a chicken, then we are SOME chicken! And we have SOME
neck! WE WILL NEVER SURRENDER!”

Locally we have many reports of people who are
living close to 3G antennae and who experience
health problems due to the radiation produced by
these antennae.
This rousing speech inspired so many soldiers and it brought the US
into the war that resulted in final success against Nazi Germany after
the D Day landings.
Today we are facing an all-out war on two fronts. Firstly Covid 19 is
trying to destroy our lives and our economies. Soon enough, we
will be asked to provide tracing details to the authorities so that
probable infections can be tracked and identified. Secondly, 5G will
be introduced that will make this easy and it could be heralded as the
solution to Covid 19 tracking. But no-one has considered the health
consequences of this “possible” solution.

of sick people who have been exposed to the invidious effects of a
high RF antenna. So explain that.
It is proposed that much higher frequencies will be involved with the
roll-out of 5G, with very different characteristics from existing 3G,
4G and wi-fi frequencies. Therefore there is NO WAY that research
on these lower frequencies can be assumed to apply to the higher
5G frequencies. We find it shocking that a statement of this nature
should appear on a government website.
How big is the fight against 5G?
Over 179,000 scientists, doctors, environment and health
organisations and individuals from 206 nations and territories
have signed the International Appeal to Stop 5G on Earth and in
Space. A summary of their concerns can quickly be understood by
viewing this short newsclip: https://youtu.be/-T2R2htAaqg (3 mins).
In summary, it looks like the roll-out of 5G internationally has
seriously positive financial implications for quite a number of
stakeholders. Mobile service providers, governments, network
installers and a variety of contractors will earn big money from 5G
when it finally arrives. We have done so much to save lives during the
Covid 19 crisis, so are we going to throw this all away by going ahead
with something that could actually kill people without doing proper
tests? All because of the money involved? That doesn’t make sense.
If you feel incensed by this uncontrolled roll-out of something that
could be deadly to all of us, then please contact Michael Vaughan
who is our biggest supporter here in NZ. Please email him on mikev@
actrix.co.nz and get all of his links to the right people. Unfortunately
our government are so obsessed with Covid 19 that they are letting
this other evil thing through into our lives without stopping it. We
must unite against 5G.

Please look back to our Issue 5 of Howzit Magazine P22 where we
discuss the dangers of 5G. We cannot escape the facts. Former
President of Microsoft Canada, Frank Clegg has explained that
5G is NOT simply an upgrade on 3G and 4G. It is, in fact, a different
technology requiring a new infrastructure of more densely packed
antennae incorporating a phased-array design. Much higher
frequencies are expected from 5G and his could have a major
affect on the health of those who live in close proximity to these
“densely packed antennae.” Locally we have many reports of people
who are living close to 3G antennae and who experience health
problems due to the radiation produced by these antennae.
The media are currently using Ernest Rutherford, a famous New
Zealand scientist who discovered the splitting of the atom as a
proponent of 5G. But he is dead and it is disgusting that they should
be using his name to promote something that could be deadly to all
of us. Our “reliable” ministry of health also states that “existing
research on the possible health effects of radiofrequency fields
applies as much to 5G as to any other radio system in use.”
Ha, ha. What garbage. Where are the tests? Where are the results?
We have nothing scientific to support this view except for a number
4
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AUCKLAND PLACES OF INTEREST

IF YOU ARE A NEW SAFFER HERE IN AUCKLAND YOU
WILL WANT TO KNOW WHAT TO DO ON THOSE
BORING WEEKENDS!
Our intrepid adventure writer, Norma Riley has been out there
into the glory-spots of Auckland and she has come up with some
real gems that will keep you entertained. She revealed the iconic
Auckland Museum last issue and now she wants to show us some of
Auckland’s
MAGNIFICENT GARDENS
Almost every area and school has a community garden which
flourishes with everything from an olive tree to vegetables like
origanum, rhubarb and even radishes. It provides joy as well as
nourishment to the participants and the school children learn
valuable lessons as they tend the vegetables which are later
cooked and served as their midday meal.

In Spring, almost every town in New Zealand across the entire
country has a fund-raising event by way of Open Gardens, where
the very best gardens are open to the public for a small fee. This is
an extremely popular event which is well attended and where
visitors gasp in admiration and derive ideas to implement in their
own gardens, and this event heralds the good weather to come.

Maybe best of all, with a fascinating history, is the secret of Eden
Garden, tucked away in Mt Eden, next to the palatial home of
the Governor General. The garden, on five and a half acres, was
originally an old abandoned quarry on the site of one of Auckland’s
forty volcanic cones. In 1964 a group of horticultural enthusiasts
converted this old overgrown quarry into the world-class garden
it is today, veritably a national showplace, boasting the Southern
Hemisphere’s largest collection of camellias, as well as other plants,
mature shady trees, perennials and flowering shrubs. Each visit is a
unique experience, from the Japanese maples to the New Zealand
natives, and even Proteas, from South Africa.
One can sit in the shade and listen to the abundant bird life or the
trickling waterfall, as well as enjoying amazing views from the top of
the garden and afterwards enjoy a cup of tea under the umbrellas.

This garden is a not-for-profit society and run entirely by volunteers,
so there is a charge to visit this beautiful garden. It is well worth the
visit and a delight in every changing season.

In the Auckland Domain, close to the museum, is the Winter Garden,
opened in 1913, a colourful kaleidoscope of living history. It is full of
lush tropical plants and best appreciated in winter, when you can stay
snug inside the heated glass house whilst being surrounded by an
array of exotic blooms. There is a fernery and a formal courtyard with
Victorian statues, around a sunken pool. An ideal spot to visit and it is
entirely free.
Then there is the famous Rose Garden, in Parnell, also free to visit.
The luxurious perfume of the roses embraces you as the flowers
burst into every colour to welcome Spring. It is the site of many fairs,
markets and art displays but best of all, the Festival of Roses, each
year in November. It’s a privilege to wander midst these roses, almost
dizzy with the fragrance, and to understand why every famous poet
praised these glorious blooms, long associated with love.
August/September
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LAND EN SAND

Contribution no 7 - August 2020

Nuwe insigte (en musiek) danksy Die Virus
Deur Philip Langenhoven

Wat ‘n wêreldkrisis het die virus-ding nie veroorsaak nie! Wie sou
kon dink dat ons dit sou beleef. Wêreldoorloë, groot griepe en
wêreld-depressies behoort tog tot ‘n era van swart-en-wit filmrolle
en vergeelde foto’s van weleer, dan nie?
Byna oornag het die COVID-19 skurk homself in ons lewens staangemaak; onsigbaar totdat hy stille verwoesting begin saai het onder
onskuldige trouebywoners, inwoners van tehuise, gesondheidswerkers, winkelgangers, toeskouers en vryers. Ja, talle mense het dankie
tog herstel, en in Nieu-Seeland gaan dinge goed danksy die regering
se drastiese ingreep, maar wêreldwyd bly die sterftes toeneem. In
talle lande lyk dit of dit maar net die oortjies van die seekoei is.

Ek het nuwe ervarings en insigte gehad wat
my dalk nie sonder die virus beskore
was nie.
Indien jy deesdae binne kilometers van mense af hoes, nies of snuif,
wissel die reaksie van ‘n skewe kyk tot histerie en klagtes oor jou
teenwoordigheid. Dis wanneer jy met siekverlof gestuur word. Of
aangeraai word om van die huis af te werk. Nie dat daai een vir my ‘n
probleem is nie hoor!
Ek kan eintlik mense se negatiewe reaksies verstaan. Ons vrees mos
die onbekende. Ons is nooit seker wie of wat wag ons agter die
spreekwoordelike boom in nie. Maar op die keper beskou, was die
isolasietydperk tog interessant. Ek het verskeie nuwe ervarings en
insigte gehad wat my dalk nie sonder die virus beskore was nie.
Eerstens het ek myself verbaas met die gemak waarmee ek tuis gewerk het. Die eerste week was moeilik, maar my gewoontes het vinnig
aangepas en ek het dit waardeer om enkele minute nadat ek wakker
geword het – ja goed, nadat ek hare gewas en tanne gekam het na
die opstaan! – by my tuislessenaar in te val vir werk. Sweetpak en al.
Ek het gelukkig nooit in die slagyster getrap soos die manne wat die
nuus om komiese redes gehaal het nie. Dis nou hulle wat tydens hul
aanlyn-kameravergaderings met kollegas betrap is dat hulle bo blink
en onder in ‘n slaap- of onderbroek geklee was - en dan per abuis
opgestaan het terwyl die kamera nog aktief was en geparadeer het
tot almal se skok of vermaak. Om nie te praat nie van die ou – een
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van talle gesigte tydens ‘n Zoom-vergadering – wat doodluiters
opgestaan en binne sig van die kamera in die agtergrond op die toilet
gaan sit het!
Tweedens het ek na ‘n paar weke van streng inperking besef dat ek
baie kilogramme bygekry het. Dit was so ‘n vinnig-swel-besigheid wat
my geskok het. Dis hoe ek op ‘n dag die trapfiets wat my al vir jare
lank veroordelende kyke gee telkens wanneer ek die garage binnegaan, betrek het. Ek het besluit dis hiertoe en nie verder nie met
die slegtigheid, die martelpyp geolie en my handskoene, valhelm en
oogseergroen baadjie gesoek en reggesit vir ‘n nuwe avontuur.
So het my jongste obsessie ontstaan. Ek kon nie glo watter skat van fietsryroetes en prag-omgewings in my dorp en naburige dorpe tot my
beskikking is nie. Vir soveel jare lank het ek hierdie voorstoep-bates
onbenut gelaat. Ek het begin om daagliks te ry en geleidelik die
afstande vergroot – met die groot aanhef oor naweke.
Die sporadiese ritte saam met vriende maak dit baie spesiaal. Saam
met verantwoordelik eet begin ek darem meer stadig as seker die
gewig onder beheer kry. Ek moes natuurlik na ure met die werk
opmaak vir die lang etenstydse ryery.
Derdens het die inperking my die geleentheid gebied om ons twee
mede-huisbewoners van ander lande baie beter te leer ken. Albei
is van nature effens introvert, maar in hierdie tyd het ons goed
aanklank gevind. Ons het soms saam middagete op ons buitebraaier
voorberei en in die buitelug genuttig. Dit was baie waardevol.
Die Indiërman het dit op die hart gehad om aan ons erkenning te gee
vir hierdie interkulturele gebaar rondom ons braaivleisvuur deur op
sy selfoon ‘African music’ op te soek en vir ons twee ‘South Africans’
te speel sodat ons ook bietjie ‘tuis’ kon voel by ons eie braai. So het
ons kennis gemaak met Sheebah Karungi van Uganda en Joeboy van
Nigerië. Nou weet ons ook hoe hul musiek klink!
Die ander huismaat, ‘n jong Sjinese vrou, het gesê sy sal vir ons bietjie
Sjinese musiek speel wanneer ons weer saam braai. Ek kan nie wag
nie…
Philip is die redakteur van die gratis Afrikaanse tydskryf KIWI-BROKKIES (www.brokkies.net)
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HEALTH

NEW ZEALAND’S PUBLIC HEALTH SYSTEM
Part 2

New Saffers who get here and need health care will be totally blown
away by the help that they can get. The health care system here is
envied worldwide and ranks amongst the best in the world.
Comprehensive life-long medical care is available to everyone. All
essential health care is provided free through the public health
system. This means that while some routine services, such as visits to
local doctors and dentists have to be paid for, more costly services,
such as hospital treatment are, with minor exceptions, available free
to all New Zealand citizens or residents. Bear in mind that in order to
receive these benefits you MUST be a permanent resident, so if you
are a new arrival all you have to do is get your PR as a priority and
then these benefits will follow.

HOSPITALS

We continue with this topic that began last issue:

New Zealand has 85 public hospitals, including some with specialised
facilities for the elderly and people with disabilities.

COSTS OF MEDICAL SERVICES

Free comprehensive service

The Government partly subsidises the cost of GP care for some
patients, while others pay the full cost of $45 to $55 a visit. Visits to
a GP on the weekend or at night usually cost $10 to $15 extra. The
Government pays $35 of the fee for children under six; many doctors
do not charge a fee on top of this, which means the visit costs you
nothing. The subsidy for children aged 6-17 years is $15. If you are a
beneficiary, on a pension, a student, or on a low income, you may be
eligible for a Community Services Card. This entitles adults to a $15
and children over six to a $20 subsidy on GP visits. Similar subsidies
are available with a High Use Health Card for people with conditions
requiring frequent medical care.

With minor exceptions, such as some kinds of cosmetic surgery,
hospital treatment is provided free of charge. Nobody can be refused
emergency care because they cannot pay. If they are not a New
Zealand resident, they may have to pay for some services. Waiting
times for surgery vary from hospital to hospital. If your case is
urgent, you will be put on an urgent waiting list.

General practitioner visits

INTERPRETING SERVICES
Most of the bigger public hospitals have an interpreter service for
patients whose first language is not English, but patients can use
family members or friends as interpreters if they wish. Some areas
offer an interpreter service free of charge.
AMBULANCE SERVICES

Age Group

Cost

Adults

$45 - $55

6-17 years

$20

Ambulances are provided by non-profit, community-based services in
most parts of the country. They may make a part-charge of up to $70
to help with running costs.

Children under 6

Free

MATERNITY CARE AND CHILD HEALTH

Weekend and evening appointments may cost
$10-$15 extra.
SPECIALISTS AND PRIVATE HEALTH SERVICES
Should you require specialist medical care, you will need a ‘referral’
from your GP. If you prefer a private specialist you (or your insurer)
will be required to pay all fees.
The public specialist health system is free, but you may be put on
a waiting list depending on the status of your condition relative to
other patients.

MATERNITY CARE
The care needed during pregnancy and childbirth is free. This covers
everything from the diagnosis of pregnancy to pre and post-natal
care for mother and baby. You can choose to have your baby at
home, although most babies are born in hospital. There is no charge
for hospital stays, which generally last from two to five days. Women
who have miscarriages are also cared for without charge. Approved
abortions are free.
MIDWIVES
Most women are cared for throughout their pregnancy and at the
birth by an independent midwife, though some women choose a
local maternity hospital, or a GP who provides maternity care. If
women need specialist care they can choose to be referred to a free
hospital clinic or to a private specialist.
SPECIALIST CARE
Should your family doctor, or a midwife, refer you to specialist
services within the public system, these will be provided free
of charge.
If you choose a private specialist for your maternity care, you will
have to pay all fees.
Further information is available from any GP or Midwifery Centre
in The White Pages. A Maternity Helpline is also available,
freephone: 0800 686 223 (0800 MUM2BE) or visit
www.everybody.co.nz/pregnancy
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FAITH

WHO WROTE THE HOLY BIBLE?
Part 3 - By Ted Woudberg

We started this series in the Old Testament, taking the role of private
investigators to establish the authenticity of the best-selling book in
all of history. Is it fact or just one big work of fiction?
In Part 1 we discussed the fact that Hebrew scholars over more
than 4000 years could have perpetuated writings that they believe
were originated by Moses. But what hard evidence do we have of
this? Then in Part 2 we discovered the Dead Sea Scrolls, which fully
substantiate ancient Jewish writings on the Old Testament.
Now we will look at the amazing tablets of stone that Moses gave to
God to write on. Ancient Hebrew scriptures state that God actually
wrote the Ten Commandments on blank pieces of stone that Moses
handed over while on Mount Sinai. Then when he went down to the

Israelites who were so recently miraculously rescued from captivity
in Egypt, he found them dancing and singing praises to a foreign idol!
He was so angry with his people that he smashed the holy tablets
written by God to pieces and harangued with the leaders who were
left behind to control the crowds.
Smitten by his unholy act of anger, Moses ran off to find some new
tablets and returned, humble cap and lunch box in hand, back to Mt
Sinai where God met with him for a second time to re-write the holy
Ten Commandments on permanent tablets of stone. When Moses
returned from Mount Sinai with the final Ten Commandments of God
written by His own hand, these precious tablets were placed in
an extremely holy golden box called the Ark of the Covenant that
was carried around by the Jews during their wonderings around the
desert before they arrived in the Promised Land.
This was the most holy artefact ever created by
God to show his dedication to the nation of Israel
as his chosen nation on planet earth. Any slight
abuse of the Ark resulted in immediate death
by the perpetrator, so very strict protocols
surrounded the handling of the Ark by the special
priests selected by Moses’ brother Aaron, who
was chief priest.
King Solomon is well-recorded as placing this
historical artefact in an extremely holy part of the
magnificent temple that he built in Jerusalem. In
this way it was protected over centuries until it
disappeared during the sacking of Jerusalem
by Rome in the early first century. So what
happened to the Ark? No one knows. The Ark
of the Covenant has vanished and many have
claimed that it was saved by the temple priests
during the invasion by Rome and it still exists in
some cave around Jerusalem, but no proof of its
existence subsists. Recent investigations into
its existence were conveniently blocked by the
Jerusalem authorities who poured concrete into
the cave that was thought to be its final resting
place. Let it be. We must rely upon the writings
of the Jews to substantiate the existence of this
most valuable artefact.
A Stephen Spielberg movie from the 1980’s,
Raiders of the Lost Ark, that featured famous Star
Wars actor Harrison Ford, attempted to locate
this ancient box, but when they do, the tablets of
stone are just dust and the greedy Germans who
expect to be empowered by this discovery, open
the box and are destroyed!
So, did God REALLY write the Ten Commandments
with His own hand? Modern Jews and Christians
believe that He did, and its tenets and
proclamations have been the holy standard
of their behaviour ever since. A good kick in the
teeth for the Atheists is a scripture that reads:
“The fool has said in his heart that there is no
God.” Psalm 14.1. We rest our case!

EDEN
Is a private, non-denominational Christian school
catering for boys and girls from Year 1 to Year 13,
offering a number of qualification pathways
8
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Next issue we will discuss the New Testament
which was written in Greek. Don’t miss it!
If you have a topic that needs investigation, we
have a top team of investigators that will give you
the right answer! Send your requests to info@
howzitmag.co.nz and we will give it to you!
August/September 2020

IMMIGRATION INFO
We continue with our vitally important series aimed at ALL Saffers
provided by immigration specialists, Auckland Immigration
Services. In this issue we discuss the effect of Covid 19 on this
important service.
In this uncertain (and to use the overused phrase) “unprecedented
time”, it has become apparent that immigration is one of the areas
most affected by the culmination of the inability for most folk to
travel, the decline in economy and subsequent loss of jobs and higher
unemployment rates.
Immigration New Zealand’s overarching goal in the immigration
space is to strike the right balance between facilitating migration
that benefits New Zealand, and protecting both migrants and New
Zealand from immigration related harm.
Not only were most businesses globally ill prepared for an event such
as Covid-19, Immigration NZ faced the inability to successfully allow
all employees to work remotely and to continue business operations,
whilst still facing the challenges of border control, the demand of folk
to enter NZ, folk stuck in NZ (with or without valid visas), visas
expiring and folk unable to maintain legal statuses in NZ, while
essential services were unable to attain the staff required to provide
essential services due to visa conditions. The myriad of challenges
faced daily by Immigration NZ, is daunting in itself and possibly
partially forgives the lack of information and answers forthcoming
from Immigration NZ at this time.
“Striking the Balance” to achieve good immigration outcomes is still
the ultimate goal, although the landscape has altered significantly
with the challenges experienced due to the effects of COVID-19 and
the response to the pandemic by Immigration NZ.
The effects can be seen in the number of changes to immigration
instructions that have taken effect since February 2020. In the past 6
months, 30 Amendment Circulars with changes have been published
in comparison to only 15 for the full year of 2019 and 12 in 2018.
This includes an Amendment to the Immigration Act 2009 which

DELA

YED

allows for changes for groups and classes of people to be affected as
opposed to individual assessments of visa applications (even in the
absence of a visa application). An example of this is the recent
automatic extension of certain work visas by 6 months to give
businesses some certainty regarding workers in NZ and business
continuity.
Whilst some of these changes seem positive, it does not have a
blanket protection for all concerned. There are inherent pitfalls/ risks
which need to identified and managed while navigating through the
maize of immigration law. Examples of the pitfalls are:
•

The recent automatic extension of visa expiry dates for classes
of visa holders. Whilst this auto extension for holders of specific
visas that expires between 10 July 2020 and 20 December 2020
is recognised as being positive, it does not include extensions of
the visas for the partner and dependent child.
It is vital for folk to understand the expiry dates on each family
member’s visa and apply in good time for a new visa in order to
continue to hold a valid visa in NZ and not become unlawful

•

Changes introduced on 27 July 2020 regarding the assessment of
“low paid” vs “high paid” roles and the duration of low paid visas
being reduced to 6 months (where it was previously accepted to
be a 1 yr visa for low paid visa holders)
Although the new payrate threshold is used as the assessment
criteria for visa durations, this could give rise to potential fraud.
In addition, differences in rates of pay in the regions vs larger
cities is not considered in this change

•

Migrants who have already applied for a Residence visa and
whose application has not been assessed by Immigration NZ as
yet (current processing timeframes on non-priority applications
is approx. 1.5 yrs to be assigned to a case officer), may have
recently lost their employment. While variation of work visas
can be applied for in certain cases, others are still unemployed
and it is becoming increasingly difficult for a migrant to attain a
job offer in the current market, where circa 30 000 NZ residents
and citizens have returned to NZ and many businesses cutting
their workforce. The focus is on labour market testing and for
businesses to ensure no NZ Residents or Citizens are available
and suitable for the role.

And there are so many more pitfalls! Do not miss our next issue
where our erstwhile writer, Dominique, delves into this problem
further.
This article kindly provided by Domonique Roelofse of Auckland
Immigration Services (LIA No. 201600557). For expert immigration
advice contact Domonique on email immi@aklimmigration.co.nz.
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THE ROYALS

THE BRITISH ROYALS : A GAME OF ‘CRONES’
By Ted Woudberg - Part 2

Love them or hate them, we just can’t ignore them! The British Royalty have been bequeathed to us via the
Commonwealth, so we’d better get used to it!
We as South Africans have lost the “Royal Feel” because we thought
we gave up the Commonwealth when we became a Republic way
back in 1961.
Think again! South Africa STILL partakes in the Commonwealth
Games despite the fact that it broke its ties with England so many
years ago. So if we decide to move to New Zealand and absorb
the culture here, we need to pick up on the Royals, because New
Zealand remains as, and will always be, an integral part of the British
Commonwealth.
Last issue we met up with “grisly Lizzie” (Queen Elizabeth 11) who
chooses to die before handing the reins of the empire over to her
son, Charles. I have no argument with this, considering what an oaf
Charles has turned out to be. We are hoping that she abdicates to her
grandson William before she dies. He has all the classic qualities of a
king that Charles has failed to emulate.
Many of you will want to know why I have used the heading “Game of
Crones?” if you Google ‘crone’ in the Oxford Dictionary it will tell you
that it means “a withered old woman!” Hello Lizzie!
By far my most favourite royals at this stage are:
1.

Diana, Princess of Wales, divorced wife of Prince Charles,
deceased in 1998.

2.

Prince Harry, second son of Charles, brother of Prince William.

I could talk volumes about Diana because she was so beautiful,
dynamic and just an enigmatic, loving person that inspired the people
of the world to pour millions into her charities, making her the most
successful fundraiser of all the royals, especially when we consider
the short period of her reign. (1981 to 1998)

A big key in Harry’s mind is what happened
to his beloved mother, Diana, at the hands
of the paparazzi.

Harry is another kettle of fish, because he has decided to walk a
different road to that of his predecessors. He became the idol of the
Brit royals when he chose to marry African-American film star Megan
Markle, because it was a very risky move. We mentioned in our last
issue that the union could produce black offspring, which will be the
first time in the history of the British monarchy.
10 Howzit magazine issue 9
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Their decision to leave British Royalty recently became world
news headlines. I can just imagine Queen Lizzie’s relief. She did not
politicise the departure, but she definitely gave it her strongest
blessing. She denied them access to public funds; they would not
be able to perform in public as royals anymore and they had to pay
back the public money they used to upgrade their wedding home in
London. Wise move, Liz. Let’s see how it pans out.
Both Harry and Megan are international stars, so if Harry simply gave
motivational talks at business meetings and Megan went back to
acting as a full time career, they would both be able to get by and live
lucrative lives in Canada away from the public eyes of the paparazzi
in London.
I have often wondered who made the ultimate decision to
“de-royal?” If we study the reports of journalists and listen to
the interviews of the couple after their most recent visit to Africa,
we can see that BOTH of them decided pretty simultaneously
that royal life was definitely NOT for them!
A big key in Harry’s mind is what happened to his beloved mother,
Diana, at the hands of the paparazzi. We cannot prove conclusively
that Diana’s death was the act of a desperate photographer who
wanted to get closer to both her and Dodi in the Paris accident or the
act of a hired royal assassin. Either way, Harry doesn’t want the same
thing to happen to him and his wife.
Megan has been through the gauntlet of criticisms from her peers
about being married to a royal. She kept on denying them publicly
until her most recent trip to Africa. During this tour she actually
had to experience the trauma of being dog-tied to a voracious
photographer who wanted to follow her EVERYWHERE, even if it
was to the toilet!
So we cannot blame them. Their lives will be a lot less ostentatious,
but they can still be very happy living out of the grip of the
monarchy. If you look at the “Succession to the Throne” table
that is part of this article, you will see that Harry is SIXTH in line to
the throne of England. In the unlikely event of his brother William
being involved in an accident where the whole family is wiped out,
including his father Charles, and without the approval of his “grisly
great-granny”, he will stand less than no chance of becoming the
future King of England! So why sweat it? The chances are more than
a million to one, so his decision to depart the monarchy is the best
that he could have made. Good luck to both of them!

Queen Elizabeth 11, (1) Charles (Prince of Wales), (2) Prince William
(Duke of Cambridge), (3) Prince George (William’s eldest child), (4)
Princess Charlotte (William’s daughter), (5) Prince Louis (George’s
younger brother), (6) Prince Harry (Duke of Sussex, William’s younger
brother).
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TOURISM

ADVENTURES IN ETHIOPIA
“The Land of Perpetual Sunshine”
Little is known about this vast east-African country, clothed in
mystery. Our intrepid adventure writer, Norma Riley, spent several
months in this wild place, soaking up the culture, the history and
the beautiful landscape. We present Part 1 of Norma’s adventure.

It is now an economic, diplomatic and
political force, being the headquarters of
the African Union (formerly the OAU) and
the United Nations Economic Commission
for Africa. Its economy is one of the fastest
growing in the world.
If you desire a travel experience that is unique, exciting, educational
and affordable, with the guarantee of perpetual sunshine, Ethiopia
is the place for you. What is even more important is that you
immediately become seven years younger! How is that possible?
Ethiopia still uses the Julian calendar and it’s currently the year 2012
in Ethiopia. It is a land that is not tied to Western standards of time
and culture.
You will have an unforgettable, amazing journey through this vast
country, from seeing people living as they have since biblical times
and then, by contrast, enjoying the comfort of boutique lodges, as
Ethiopia emerges to modernize and attract tourists.
It is a country of great contrasts and attractions: it has the largest
number of UNESCO World Heritage sites in Africa; magnificent old
churches; the largest open market in Africa; waterfalls, volcanoes,
fertile valleys, huge rift valley lakes, high mountain ranges,

Norma Riley, author of the article and her son, Adam, who ran the tour
to Ethiopia

mysterious caves, rock-hewn churches, fascinating art, abundant
bird life and unique mammals found nowhere else in the world. The
massive body of water in Lake Tana, over which we flew, is the source
of the Blue Nile.
Ethiopia is also known as the cradle of humankind as it is here that
the bones of LUCY were discovered in 1974, by palaeontologist
Donald Johanson, in Hadar, N.E. of the capital Addis Ababa. Lucy is a
female hominid who, in terms of those who discovered her, lived 3.5
million years ago and has a mixture of human and ape features but
her pelvis, spine, leg and foot bones prove that she had an upright
stance. Lucy’s discovery completely blew the theories of human
evolution at the time of her discovery, since upright locomotion was
thought to have evolved only millions of years later. When I visited,
Lucy was on tour in the United States but we saw a replica of her in
the National Museum in Addis Ababa.
This vast landlocked horn of Africa is the only African country
which has never been colonised; despite two attempts by Italy. It
has had a brutal political history, more especially during the years
since the overthrow of the Emperor Haile Selassie in 1974, when
the communist regime held sway. After the revolution to oust the
ruling communist party, called the Derg in 1991, and the subsequent
establishment of a democratic government, Ethiopia has had a new
start. It is now an economic, diplomatic and political force, being the
headquarters of the African Union (formerly the OAU) and the United
Nations Economic Commission for Africa. Its economy is one of the
fastest growing in the world.
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davenports
H A R B O U R L AW Y E R S

and the ebb and flow of the city dwellers as they commuted; bought
and sold, and the general hubbub of this unique African city was just
marvellous to behold. The venue was packed with diners, both local
and visitors. It could have been in any capital of the world, with
traditional and western food, excellent wines and efficient service.
Addis Ababa was a pleasant surprise to me. It was not at all what
I had expected, because the worst thing about Ethiopia is its
reputation as a country of extreme poverty and famine. I expected
far more poverty; I have seen worse in India. All of the children (and

Not long ago the country had only 1000 km of surfaced roadways but
now it has a booming economy; construction works are everywhere
present: high rise buildings, hotels, universities, schools, hospitals,
clinics being built, and mile upon dusty mile of new roads being
forged. I observed Chinese workers on the roads and was told that
China contracts all over Africa to construct dams and new roads and
for some of the labour they use convicts – it solves two problems,
releasing pressure on Chinese jails and providing a foothold in
Africa, as the deal is: in return for freedom, the prisoners are barred
from ever returning to China. Fortunately the convicts become
rehabilitated quickly and are assimilated into everyday Ethiopian
life, becoming part of the community and marrying into the local
population quite easily and safely.
The capital, Addis Ababa, is the fourth highest capital in the world
lying at its highest point in the city at almost 10,000 ft above sea
level because of its position at the foot of Mount Entoto, the highest
mountain in Ethiopia. It has a population of approximately 3 million;
it is a busy metropolis with hotels and restaurants aplenty. At one
hotel at which we stayed, there was a wedding reception being held
and it could have been Los Angeles with a flower-bedecked shiny
white stretch limousine at the door, cute flower girls in pretty white
dresses, white leggings, flowers in their hair, and the bridal party in
up-to-the-minute gowns and modern music booming until late!
One evening we dined at a popular restaurant, ‘Top Spot’, set high
above the city and overlooking its glittering lights and throbbing night
life. We were captured by the convoluting movement of its people
13
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there were many), seemed well shod and clad, even in rural areas.
Poor, yes, but happy with their improvised toys, a branch for a swing,
a ball made from plastic shopping bags. However, it was surprising to
see, even in shanty towns far out in the country, satellite TV dishes
on roofs and mobile phones in popular use, as well as youths walking
along with their ears plugged into their music players. Ethiopia
certainly has joined the new millennium!
Join us next issue as Norma takes us deeper into the culture,
religion and incredible flora and fauna of this fabulous country!
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MUSIC

THE KIWI MUSO THAT MADE THE BIG MAC: NEIL FINN
By Ted Woudberg

Growing up in South Africa during the rock era of the sixties and seventies we had no idea that there was so much Kiwi and Aussie music
that we were missing. The local radio DJ’s just ignored the fantastic stuff that was coming from this part of the world.
Sure, the big Aussie bands like ‘INXS’ and ‘Men at Work’ got to our
shores in SA, but what about top NZ performances like Dragon and
Dave Dobbyn? Dragon became better known for their classic hits
“Are You Old Enough?” “Rain” and “Still in Love With You,” but none
of these songs got to us in SA during the seventies when they were
spawned. Likewise, Dave Dobbyn with his two bands Th’ Dudes and
DD Smash was instrumental in bringing us most-loved songs like “Be
Mine Tonight” and “Slice of Heaven” neither of which were played by
the SA DJ’s and which didn’t make any shows on our local charts.
Thank goodness we had Crowded House! A New Zealand band that
successfully made its way across the seas to our starved ears in
South Africa. I will never forget playing their CD entitled “Temple
of Lowly Men.” This was a revelation and a huge inspiration for me
musically.
The brains behind Crowded House were the Finn brothers, Neil and
Tim. Although Neil was the younger brother he was the true genius
of the two because he was the songwriter while older brother Tim
was an expert arranger and he chose the instrumentation for each

Although broadly recognised as a New Zealand band, Crowded
House was formed in Melbourne in 1985 with the Finns joining up
with two Australians, Paul Hester and Nick Seymour just after the
break-up of the band Split Enz that was started by the Finns a few
years earlier. To start their recording career Crowded House moved
to Los Angeles and was joined by two Americans Mark Hart and Matt
Sherrod.
Over their illustrious career that has spanned more than 3 decades,
Crowded House sold 10 million albums and produced top ten hits like
“Don’t Dream it’s Over,” “The Weather With You,” “Something So
Strong” and “Fall at Your Feet” that turned them into ‘The Icons from
Down Under’ eclipsing the other UK and US bands that were ruling at
the day.

song. Their work has been internationally recognised and many
of their songs have been covered by notable mainline singers and
bands. Their big NZ and Aussie No 1 hit “Don’t Dream its Over” was
covered by both Paul Young and Sixpence None the Richer and both
versions had marginal chart success.
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The big day for Neil came when he met up with music aficionado
Mick Fleetwood of Fleetwood Mac in April 2018 after the much
publicised angry departure of long-standing member Lindsey
Buckingham, who was beginning to upstage bandleader Mick
because he was always front of stage with both voice and lead guitar
while Mick was behind stage on the drums. Neil offered to take over
from Lindsey and Mick embraced the idea. Neil was now “the new
Mac” and we saw him performing here in New Zealand last year with
the group during the Fleetwood Mac 2019 world tour dubbed “An
Evening with Fleetwood Mac” and Neil’s voice was so close to
that of his predecessor that if you closed your eyes you could hear
them performing the album “Rumours” as though it was an album
sound-track replay.
Well done, Neil. You are now an official “Big Mac!”
IN MEMORIAM: LITTLE RICHARD
We have lost many rock legends over the past few decades and we
need to pay tribute to them and honour them for their invaluable
contributions that they have made to our lives. Some of them are:
1.

Elvis Presley – The true “King of Rock’n’Roll” deceased 16-8-1977 at age 42.

2.

Janis Joplin – deceased 4-10-1970 at age 27.

3.

Jimi Hendrix – deceased 18-9- 1970 at age 27.

4.

Michael Jackson – Dubbed the “Peter Pan of Pop” and later
the “King of Pop” – deceased 25-6-2009 at age 50.

5.

Chuck Berry - The true “Father of Rock’n’Roll” –
deceased 18-3-2017 at age 90.

6.

John Lennon – assassinated 8-12-1980 at age 40.

7.

Freddie Mercury – deceased 24-11-1991 at age 45.

musicians, so they got the limelight to the detriment of their black
counterparts. Little Richard has been honoured by Mick Jagger, Paul
McCartney and our other living rock legends for his part in creating
and popularising rock’n’roll music.
We salute you, Little Richard, for being the brave black man who,
like Chuck Berry had to fight against white supremacy in the music
business that reigned hard and heavy during the fifties and sixties.
Good on yer Rich, and rest in peace.

Recently on 9th May 2020 we lost Little Richard (born Richard
Wayne Penniman 5-12-1935) who has earned the title of being the
“Architect of Rock’n’Roll.” We are fast running out of titles for our
music champions but this title will do because without him we
would not have had the three chord hard-hitting rock melodies that
very quickly lifted us out of the post-war “Charlston” era of the late
1940’s.
He was a negro like Chuck Berry and passed away at the ripe old age
of 88 after shaping musical history with hits like “Tutti Frutti,” “Long
Tall Sally” and “Lucille” during the mid-fifties that inspired other
white musicians, most notably Pat Boone and Jerry Lee Lewis who,
quite literally, stole his platform by copying his style. They were white
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ELECTION ROUNDUP

THE DECOMPOSITION OF AN OPPOSITION
How do these gross people earn our votes?

With scant weeks away from the New Zealand Parliamentary
elections we have all political parties emerging from a fire that has
exhumed a number of unfortunates; some have been burnt badly and
are cast away, but some have remained with only ruffled feathers but
they can’t hide the smoke from their tails.
As much as we pledge our allegiance to a properly governed nation
and as much as we give ourselves over to a government that rules
honestly, fairly and with total integrity, we are now struggling to
reconcile ourselves to favour an opposition government in this
parliamentary election. Unfortunately we have found that this past
reliable institutiion is fast decomposing.

His reign to power resulted in the unceremonious eviction of our
new young prince Simon Bridges in an unprecedented coup that
resounded in the Beehive when it was announced. Todd Muller’s
downfall followed only days after this rather harsh reprimand, but
we are sure that both politicians are now licking their wounds in
humble defeat.
So who do we have? Judy Baby who wants to “destroy” the
opposition. In her first few words as leader of the opposition
Judith Collins said that she will “crush” the opposition.
Politics has this horrible way of showing up people that can’t really
cut it. Nowadays it takes extreme courage to be a politician in a
world that uses BOTH rhetoric and positive action to make things
work. Guns and nuclear weapons failed when Trump tried them
against North Korea.
Our current Labour government has been ably led by junior politician
Jacinda Adern who faced the Covid 19 onslaught like Joan of Arc,
sweeping across the fields of death and destruction with her aide,
head of health services Dr Ashley Bloomfield, who was both
pragmatic but empathetic to the needs of our fragile society.
Their swift action gave us hope despite the sacrifices and now
we standas one of the safest nations in the world against Covid 19.
So what did the National Party have to offer during this crucial
period? Not much but idle and useless criticism. They could have
provided positive ideas towards this crisis like how to control people
who are in quarantine and how to control these costs but they gave
us nothing.

We have very pleasant past memories of good judgement and
leadership that were personified in Sir John Key who was the leader
of the National Party during the years 2006 to 2016. He was a
courageous self-made millionaire who had both wisdom and charm.
He has now entered the banking sector where he will be a gem in
a crown that we, unfortunately as a country, has lost.
If the National Party can find another John Key amongst their
proliferation of hopefuls and wishy-washy team of has-beens and
unbraves, they could survive another election. Their time is tight now
because we are closing to a few weeks before we all have to step up
to the polls.
So what can they do now? Let’s see.

We expect individuals in our parliament to be a role models. We want
to vote for a party AND a person who has moral and social integrity.
The latest scandal exposing Andrew Fulloon, (fool one?) National
Party MP as a child porno freak does not endear us to a party that
used to have proper standards of etiquette and propriety.
The independent resignation of two of our most respected National
politicians, Nikki Kaye and Amy Adams over the past three weeks
shows us that the party is in disarray and needs much healing. The
emergence of a new “Superman” in the form of publicly embarrassed
Todd Muller who stood on the throne for a couple of weeks and who
was unable to make any meaningful policy statements when in public
left all of us stone cold. We understand that he was facing major
Covid 19 leaks by his party members, but he could have at least said
some positive things.
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ELECTION POINTERS

WHAT TO DO ON ELECTION DAY
SATURDAY 19th SEPTEMBER 2020
Many of our new “Saffers” are unsure about what to do on election
day because of the way that we do things here in NZ.
The first thing to do if you have recently arrived here from South
Africa is to make sure that you are registered to vote. Google ‘Voting
in an Election NZ’ and you will get all the leads that you need.
If you qualify to vote for the first time in our upcoming election you
will need to have a little background on the politics of NZ over the
past few years if you want to make a valued decision.
Since 2000 NZ has been led by two extremely powerful and
able parties, the Nationals and Labour. The National Party can be
compared across the world to the Conservatives of the UK and the
Republicans of the USA. Their policies are strictly related to the
economics of the country and tend to regard state interests above
those of the individual, which is a capitalist viewpoint. Labour, on the
other hand, looks at the basic interests of the individual as the most
important base of their beliefs, and all state interests will flow
positively if they focus on the interests of the individual. This is a
mildly socialist viewpoint. The equivalent of our Labour party in
the UK bears the same name, but in the USA they are known as
the “Democrats.”
From 1999 to 2008 NZ was led by a Labour government headed
by extremely able Prime Minister Helen Clark who has now gone
on to perform roles in the United Nations. From 2008 to 2017 the
government switched over to National, led by John Key who has also
graduated to become the director of a major NZ bank. Then in 2017
the election was hotly contested by both parties and was only won
by Labour after a controversial coalition with NZ First Party.
If your views are neither capitalist or socialist, you may be interested
in voting for some of the minor parties. You might think to yourself,
“Oh come on, why am I wasting my time putting my vote to a party
that has no hope of getting into parliament?” Fortunately the NZ vote
is split into two sections.
Firstly you are entitled to vote for the party that you like because of
their basic beliefs.
Then you are entitled to vote for the candidate in your area that you
like. If your candidate is sold out on issues that you are passionate
about there is nothing stopping you from voting that person into
parliament regardless of the party vote. The success of this system
resulted recently in Winston Peters, head of the NZ First Party being
voted in as a coalition partner with Jacinda Adern, head of Labour
in the elections. Because of this coalition arrangement, Peters
became deputy Prime Minister. This gives him a lot more power in
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government and in the passing of bills.
The coalition vote however, can only work if there is a marginal
difference between both parties in the party vote. If one party is
marginally ahead of the other eg by more than 15%, then they will
win without having to look at coalition partners.
Besides these two “crosses” that you will have to place on the ballot
paper you need to have a serious look at two referendum issues.
1.

The legalisation of cannabis use. This is not limited to only
controlled medicinal applications, but to the removal of
criminalising the “home-growing” of the drug and to the
allowance of open social use.

2.

The legalisation of controlled euthanasia. If an individual is
suffering from an incurable disease and has probably only 6
months left to live and is in severe pain, they will be able to
make the decision to end their lives after consultation with
their physicians and their family.

Referendums in NZ are used mainly to guage public opinion on
controversial issues, but if it gains majority approval in an election,
it will be automatically entered into law. You are not forced to pass
your opinion on the ballot paper for these issues and you only need
to vote if you feel strongly either way and you want to influence the
ultimate outcome.
So, vote with your mind, not just your heart!
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THE SA RECIPE BOOK

THE DURBAN BUNNY
CHOW
If you are an “ex Joeys jawler” or from other parts of South Africa
you would have eaten this “street” meal the minute you hit
“Durbs-by-the-Sea!”
We are not sure how Bunny Chows originated. The Cape Coloured
community have claimed that it is their idea, but if you are a Durban
surfer of any race, you will probably say that your Indian mates from
Chatsworth showed you how to full yourself up with carbs before you
went out surfing by indulging on a typical Durban Bunny Chow!
You can easily make two Bunny Chows out of a single loaf of bread
by cutting the loaf in half and spooning out the bread from each half.
Then take wallops of either lamb or beef curry and fill each half with
the curry. Garnish each half loaf with some coriander and then take
the bread you have spooned out and dip it into the curry. Voila! You
don’t even need a knife or a fork! Here is a good recipe for a lamb
curry that you can use:
Ingredients
•

2 tbsp vegetable oil

•

½ tsp cumin seeds

•

½ tsp fennel seeds

•

2.5cm/1in piece of cinnamon stick

•

2 green cardamom pods

•

1 star anise

•

1 bay leaf

•

1 onion, finely chopped

•

2 tbsp South African curry powder

•

2 tomatoes, chopped

•

1kg/2lb 2oz boneless leg of lamb, cut into 1.5cm/½in dices

•

1 tbsp finely chopped fresh ginger

•

1 tbsp finely chopped garlic

•

10-12 curry leaves

•

2 large potatoes, cut in cubes the same size as the meat

•

salt

•

2 tbsp finely chopped coriander leaves

•

2 tbsp lime juice

Method
1.

Heat the oil in a pan and sauté the whole spices and bay leaf
until the spices sizzle.

2.

Add the onion and cook for 5–7 minutes until translucent.

3.

Stir in the curry powder and sauté for one minute, then add the
tomatoes and stir to mix.

4.

Cook on medium heat, stirring often, until you get a sauce-like
consistency.

5.

Add the meat, ginger, garlic and curry leaves and 300ml/11fl oz
water, bring to the boil then reduce the heat and simmer,
stirring occasionally, for 40-50 minutes or until the meat is
tender.

6.

Add the potatoes, salt to taste and 200ml/7fl oz water. Continue
simmering until the meat and potatoes are perfectly cooked
(about 15 minutes).

7.

Stir in the chopped coriander and lime juice.

If you know of a special South African recipe that you would like
to share with us, please send it to info@howzitmag.co.nz. We
will then mention you as the contributor and you will enter our
“SA Recipe Contributors Hall of Fame!” At our Howzit year-end
function this year the winner will get a prize.
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THE DAY THE WORLD STOPPED PLAYING
There is a saying that goes like this: “All work and no play makes Jack a very dull boy.” On the 24th March this year international sport
came to a grinding halt as Covid 19 took its grip on mankind.
Sportsmen around the world listened glumly to the news that ALL
sports gatherings were to be immediately banned and even
joint training sessions between teammates were to be totally
abolished. This sent shockwaves around the world because it
not only affected the players, it also hurt the stadium owners,
the managers, the sponsors, the TV networks, sports tourism and
more importantly the devoted fans that included not only the event
attendees but also the couch potatoes who love to watch sport on
their TV’s at home.
The impact has been far-reaching because the 21st Century has
spawned so many new competitions and more and more casual
sports have qualified as official Olympic events. Let us have a good
look now at how isolation has affected so many of the well-loved
sporting events that have become so much a part of our lives in the
past.

from Argentina and Japan. Kiwis are most affected by the close
down of this competition because their teams have maintained
supremacy as cup winners with 17 wins out of 24 over the years.
On the 17th March, after 7 rounds of the competition, it was
announced by the authorities that the 2020 Super Rugby season
would be suspended in its entirety due to Covid 19. This is very
sad news for tons of Saffers living here who have cheered their
SA teams on consistently with SO many near misses of the Cup
year after year.
3.

Fortunately with our recent re-opening of borders with
Australia the competition has been re-ignited but excluding
the other nations.

4.

Rugby League: In this competition there is only one New
Zealand team competing against a whole bunch of Aussie
teams. This seems grossly unfair, but the local team (Warriors)
are a determined group and they keep on fighting year after year
to get half a finger on the winning Cup. Despite Covid 19 the
Warriors were cordially invited to Australia on the 2nd May to
re-start the 2020 season on the 21st May after a 14-day
quarantine period to make sure that none in the team were
potential virus carriers. Yay! Local Warriors fans were ecstatic
despite the government nay-sayers who felt that the transition
away from lockdown was far too soon. Time will tell. At least
THIS sports competition has “life after Covid 19.”

5.

Netball: This is by far the most popular female sport in NZ and
the national Silver Ferns team made history when they won the
2019 World Cup in Liverpool last year. The trans-Tasman ANZ
Netball competition will start soon post Covid 19 over a period
of 10 weeks but without any spectators and the games played in
one location. Not ideal, but at least the teams can keep in good
form by practising and playing together.

6.

The Americas Cup: Fortunately this competition has been set
for 2021 and it WILL be held in New Zealand because we hold
the cup! Already the international teams are starting to filter
into our country to “test the waters” and our hospitality sector
is gearing up for a bumper season around this major sporting
event.

Other major sports like cricket, boxing, golf
and others have been hurt badly by Covid
19 because fans love to gather to watch
and cheer on their sporting heroes.
1.

2.

The Summer Olympic Games: This is the biggest of all sporting
events on the international calendar and for the first time in
its 124-year history the games have been postponed by a year
from 2020 to 2021 because of Covid 19. It has been cancelled 3
times before in 1916, 1940 and 1944 because of the two world
wars. Athletes have now an extra year to train, which is logical
because most of the pre-qualifying events have been cancelled.
It will have a mild impact on the Japanese economy because the
games provide a huge injection into the host country’s GDP.
Tokyo hosted the Games in 1964 for the first time and it put
Japan back on the map after they lost the second world war in
1945.
Super Rugby: This competition began in 1996 as a tustle
between the best Rugby Union teams from New Zealand, South
Africa and Australia, but has recently expanded to include teams

Other major sports like cricket, boxing, golf and others have been
hurt badly by Covid 19 because fans love to gather to watch and
cheer on their sporting heroes. The biggest money spinner in India,
the Indian Cricket Premier League, has cost all of those involved in
the sport millions of dollars. Some sports have been allowed to start
up again, but limitations on crowd attendances because of Covid 19
have resulted in the participants competing in front of zero
spectators, which is less than non-inspiring. It is heart rending!
New Zealand broke the Covid 19 record by hosting the first
major sporting event in the world on the 13th June at the Eden
Park Stadium with a crowd of 43,000 that were very comfortable
to mix together under Level 1 when the two Super Rugby teams The
Blues and the Hurricanes met in brutal combat as the competition
continued, but now only between NZ and Aussie teams. The Blues
beat the Hurricanes 30-20 much to the delight of the local crowds.
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BY THE CAMPFIRE
We continue our delightful series for young people about the myths and legends of Africa. This time we introduce the cat
who wished to be tame. Apologies to Rudyard Kipling!

THE CAT THAT WALKED BY HIMSELF (PART ONE)

Many, many years ago along the North African coast of the
Mediterranean Sea there was a forest that had many wild animals.
None of them were tamed until The Man came into the forest and
slept under a tree on some leaves. He was cold and uncomfortable.
The next day at the river he met a Woman who showed him a nice
warm cave and she built a fire to keep both of them warm at night.
When they woke the next morning the Man went out to hunt by
himself. The Woman went into the forest and gathered fruit,
vegetables and nuts for them to eat. She noticed all of the wild
animals of the forest, the Wild Dog, the Wild Horse and the Wild
Cow who roamed freely in the forest mainly in their groups. When
she came home she saw the Wild Cat darting out of her window with
a steak in its mouth, stolen from her pantry. She cursed the Cat, who
was a Thief and who never roamed with other Cats. The Cat always
walked by himself; he was totally independent and he snubbed the
company of all other animals.
The Woman started working with the animals of the forest to make
them friends of Man. She offered the Wild Dog a steak from the fire
and a warm place to sleep at night, so the Dog stayed. She collected
piles of hay from the fields and placed them in a barn and offered
them to the Wild Horse and the Wild Cow. They both enjoyed eating
the fresh grasses that the Woman had collected for them and they
had a warm place to sleep at night, so they both stayed.
The next day the Dog went hunting with the man to much success,
because that evening they brought home a big sack of Wild Birds
that the Dog had salvaged from the river. The day after, the Man
went hunting with both the Horse and the Dog and they were able
to cover great distances with the Man riding on the Horse’s back and
the Dog running next to them. They brought home Wild Game that
they had not seen before, carried on the Horse’s back.
That night the Cat stalked up to the cave of the Man and the Woman
and from a branch in a nearby tree, he stared into the window of
the cave. His mouth watered as he gazed hungrily at the delicious
20 Howzit magazine issue 9

“Dear Owl,” he said late one night as the
Owl was sitting on his perch. “I want to be
a tame cat, but I don’t know how!”
steaks that were being cooked on the fire and handed freely to the
Dog. Then the Woman went out to the barn where she milked the
Cow and brought back delicious white milk for them to drink that
made the Cat very thirsty. The Cat went home miserable, because
he didn’t want to be a Wild Cat anymore. He wanted to be tame like
the Dog, the Horse and the Cow. However, he also knew that he was
the enemy of the Woman because he was such a bad thief. He also
ALWAYS walked by himself, so he could not depend on other animals
to help him. But being a wily animal, he had a plan, so he sought the
counsel of the Wise Old Owl.
“Dear Owl,” he said late one night as the Owl was sitting on his
perch. “I want to be a tame cat, but I don’t know how!”
The Wise Old Owl looked at him with one eye and said to him:” I will
cast a spell on the Woman so that if you are able to get her to praise
you, she will take you in and domesticate you.”
“What?” exclaimed the Cat. “The Woman hates me. I have been her
worst enemy since I started raiding her pantry on a regular basis. To
her I am just a common thief. Why should she praise me?”
The Wise Owl glared at the Cat with both eyes. “Mr Cat, you need
to change your ways and stop stealing from her! Confess to the
Woman, make full repentance and ask for her praise. If she praises
you, the spell will work and she will domesticate you and take you in
with the other tame animals.”
So how does the naughty cat become domesticated? Read Part 2
of this fable from Africa in our next issue and find out.
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WORLD HEALTH

CORONA VIRUS
furry creatures (eg squirrels, cats, dogs and mice) and although it is
okay to eat some flying birds (eg quail and duck), bats are classified
as “flying rats” and are therefore highly poisonous.
So what does all this have to do with Coronavirus? This virus
originally started out many years ago as pneumonia which is a lung
infection and if the victim had a low immune system, the disease
would normally always result in death. Then along came the Asian
‘flu and more seriously in 2003, SARS (Severe Acute Respiratory
Syndrome) that became a mild pandemic. Both diseases started in
China. Then we got Covid 19 which is advanced SARS, again with
sources within China. Investigators have proved that the virus is NOT

The international Covid-19 pandemic has affected everyone on the
planet. So how did it start? Some believe that it was, in the main,
caused by the breaking of highly sacred laws surrounding food that
is “unclean.” So, was it the food labelled as:

“UNCLEAN” THAT CAUSED THE KILLER CORONA?
In December 2019 a serious pneumonia outbreak was reported in
Wuhan City, China. The disease was later identified as a novel strain
of coronavirus and given the name Covid-19. Most investigators
believe that the strain originated in the Huanan Seafood Wholesale
Market where conditions were found to be less than satisfactorily
hygienic. Another source could have been from bats which,
apparently, are a delicacy in some Chinese circles.
For more than 4000 years the ancient Hebrews have regarded certain
foods as “unclean” based on their well-preserved scriptures. We all
know about pork and bacon, which are taboo in both Jewish and
Islamic religions for good reason, i.e. because they contain high levels
of food toxins. What is not commonly known is that a large segment
of our favourite seafoods are also highly poisonous and if consumed
by some people can cause serious allergic reactions.
The Jews will tell us that anything that comes out of the sea that
DOES NOT have fins and scales is classified as “unclean.” This would
include ALL shellfish (eg mussels, oysters) and ALL crustaceans (eg
lobsters, crabs, prawns etc). This will come as a surprise to most folk
who regard these seafoods as restaurant delicacies and a regular part
of their diet.
So why are these seafoods regarded as “unclean?” The general
theory is that lobsters and crabs are “scavengers of the deep” and are
therefore the “vacuum cleaners” of the seabed. Can you imagine how
much body waste is produced by whales, sharks and other swimming
sea creatures? Being heavier than water, these faeces will naturally
float down to the seabed to be gratefully sucked up by the waiting
lobsters and other crustaceans. Also, the faeces will float onto and
settle on stationery shellfish who will also use them as food. So these
sea creatures are obviously consuming material already containing
high levels of toxins and simply re-cycling them. No wonder some
people get strong allergic reactions when they eat them! It is simply
the body saying : “Hey, that stuff is not good for you!”
What about bats? The Jews strongly condemn the consumption of all
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Corona virus was originally only detected
in the respiratory systems of animals like
bats and furry creatures, but only until
last year it became evident that it had
“jumped” from animals to humans.
self-generating, which means that if you have ‘flu symptoms, you
CANNOT get Corona UNLESS you pick it up from someone who has
travelled overseas. In addition, Corona is NOT airborne and is ONLY
transferred by droplets emanating from your respiratory system. In
addition, the virus was NOT man made. It evolved from filthy,
unhygienic conditions.
Corona virus was originally only detected in the respiratory systems
of animals like bats and furry creatures, but only until last year it
became evident that it had “jumped” from animals to humans. It was
found to profligate in unhygienic conditions and where a number of
“unclean” creatures are held together in areas where they could be
either alive or dead. Does this sound suspiciously like Huanan
Seafood Wholesale Market? How close are they to other “animal”
food markets where you can eat anything under the sun, as long as
you pay for it?
Covid 19 began in China for the most probable reasons that we
have outlined above. The costs of the pandemic hit China initially
because their international trade was decimated and they were
the first nation to suffer the consequences of financial disaster
resulting from global isolation that were the only alternatives to
contain the disease. They responded quickly and have now contained
any further serious spread of the disease from their borders.
We sincerely hope that they have learnt a bitter lesson that has cost
the modern world billions of dollars in lost trade and lost financial
activity. The Chinese government should clamp down immediately
on all food markets that do not follow “western” standards of meat
production. To eat the flesh of squirrels, bats, cats and dogs is not
only disgusting, it breaks all of the normal rules of proper, healthy
food consumption.
Beijing, you MUST do something about this! Covid 19 is a virus that
can change on a whim, so if YOU continue to offer nice, warm places
for it to develop, before we know it we could have another Covid
2020 that will kill all of us.
For those of you who want to know more about “clean” and
“unclean” food, read Leviticus chapter 11 from the Old Testament.
So what is the moral of the story? Follow God’s rules and you will NOT
suffer from the pestilence.
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BUSINESS

WORKING FROM HOME
PART 8: CASH FLOW MANAGEMENT

If you are a newbie ex South African just off the plane who needs to survive in this new Kiwi environment, we can help you with some
good advice on starting your own business here working from your home.
You must get hold of our past Issues that dealt with your most
important issues like starting up, setting up your business plan,
pricing your product, creating a viable market for your product or
service and the ways that you can protect your intellectual property.
So please Google “Howzit Magazine,” go to our FB page and look
under “posts” for our link to ISSUU where you will find all of our
previous issues.
In this issue we will focus on managing your cash flow. We can
easily compare the flow of cash through your business to the flow
of blood through your body. If you are bleeding and if it is not
stopped, you will die. So if your business is losing cash flow
regularly, it too, will die.

It’s probably impossible to ensure a completely steady work or
income flow if you are self-employed, but there are several steps
which a home business owner can take to help even out the workflow
and make life a bit easier. Deciding whether the reason you run your
own business is just to give you an income - i.e. to be self-employed
- or to build a bigger business is a critical part of the equation. It will
help you determine whether you would like to use any excess work
to grow your business, tactfully turn it away or find ways to deal with
what you can’t handle.
Next issue we will spell out the steps that you need to consider in
order to smooth out the fluctuations in your cash flow and business
activity. Don’t miss it!

Few home businesses manage to avoid falling into the feast-orfamine trap, going from complete overload one week to a dearth of
business the next. Larger companies also have busy and quiet
times but the home business operator is more susceptible to these
fluctuations as, being generally a one-person business, he or she
cannot delegate any of the workload, and the cost and hassle of
employing or contracting part-time assistance adds substantially to
overheads and is often not cost-effective.
Riding the income roller-coaster is not only stressful, it can impact
significantly on the quality of work presented or the availability of
the home business owner to regular clients who may expect a rapid
response to an order or query, or need work done to deadline at
short notice. When the operator is under pressure and unable to
respond as needed, the business can lose a good client, plunging
it back into having to win new contracts when the volume of work
drops off. More than that, because the home business person has
typically been expending all their time and energy supplying the
goods or services required during the peak time, he or she has not
been marketing the business and often has no new work lined
up when the busy period is over. How, then, can home business
operators overcome the challenges of having too much work to
handle one day, and not enough the next?

When the operator is under pressure
and unable to respond as needed, the
business can lose a good client, plunging
it back into having to win new contracts
when the volume of work drops off.

Specialist orthodontic treatment
for children and adults of all ages

orthodontist.co.nz
(09) 479 7963

Dr James Pretorius, a long-time supporter of South African
Community magazines, is delighted to introduce Dr Anna Meyer
as the successor to his orthodontic practice of almost 30 years
in Mairangi Bay. In his transition into retirement, James has been
conscious that the most important consideration is to find someone
with the same philosophy and approach to delivering orthodontic
excellence to patients as he has aimed to do in his time in practice.
Anna grew up on the North Shore of Auckland and graduated
with her undergraduate dental degree from Otago University with
Distinction. She then completed her specialist orthodontic training
through a postgraduate doctorate degree at the University of
Melbourne. While at the University, Anna received both of the top
clinical and academic prizes awarded amongst the Universities
throughout Australia – the Elsdon Storey Award and the Milton
Sims Award. While in Melbourne, Anna worked as a specialist
orthodontist at both the Royal Melbourne Dental Hospital as well
as inprivate practice.
After 10 years in Melbourne, Anna and her husband made the
decision to come home to New Zealand to raise their two young
children in this beautiful country. Anna feels extremely privileged
to have the opportunity to workalongside James, an orthodontist
with such a strong reputation and distinguished career, and being
entrusted with the continuing care the practice once he retires next
year. She is looking forward to serving the community and to create
more beautiful smiles on the North Shore as James has done for so
many years.
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COVID 19
HAS IT AFFECTED YOUR BUSINESS?
IF IT HAS, WE CAN HELP!
THE SOLUTION?
CORPORATE TRAINING ACADEMY
ANNOUNCES ITS UNIQUE
“ONE DAY COVID 19 BUSINESS SURVIVAL SEMINAR!”

•

• GET YOUR BUSINESS BACK ON TRACK!
• LEARN HOW TO GET YOUR CASH FLOWING AGAIN!
TRY OUR BASIC BUSINESS TOOLS THAT WILL PUT LIFE BACK
INTO YOUR COMPANY!

WHERE
The Lake House Arts Centre, 37 Fred Thomas Drive,
Takapuna, Auckland.
Ample free parking is available.

WHEN
9am to 4.30pm on Friday 25th September. This will be
a day well spent!

WHAT
Power-point presentations by highly qualified business
consultants and business studies lecturers. 3 morning sessions
and 3 afternoon break-out sessions that will challenge you and
give you a new perspective on how to manage your business.
Bring your laptops. Tea and coffee will be served. There is a café
on site for you to enjoy lunch during the afternoon break.

COST
$250 per person for the day.
If you have more than one person attending from your business the cost per person will be $200 each.
Call Ted Woudberg on 02102703011 and book your seat. Space
is limited, so call now. Email enquiries – tedw.hbc@gmail.com.
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